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Encountering Jesus 
Lesson 6 
 

The Neighbors at Nazareth Encounter Jesus 
Luke 4:14-30 

 

Please remember that the following pointers and questions are only my suggestions.  Feel free to 
modify the lesson, but please keep it focused on discussion and personal application. 

 

Key Themes to Discuss and Apply: 

1. our attitudes toward those who are close to us 

2. avoiding envy and unfair expectations 

 

Suggested Outline: 

1. Explain that we will be looking at the episode in Luke 4:14-30 that describes an encounter 
between Jesus and His hometown neighbors.  Point out that this was very early in Jesus’ 
ministry.  The 12 apostles hadn’t even been recruited yet. 

2. Read the text.  As always, you may want to read from 2 translations if you find it helpful. 

3. We talked some about Jesus’ purpose a few weeks ago, but how does He describe His purpose 
in this quotations from Isaiah 61:1-2? 

Q Assuming that some of Jesus’ purposes continue to be fulfilled through His church, how 
are we involving ourselves in the things mentioned in vv. 18-19? 

4. The people were amazed at Jesus’ claims, because it was widely recognized by the Jews that 
the passage quoted referred to the coming Messiah.  Jesus was claiming to be the Messiah. 

5. Point out that the people seemed pleasantly surprised to hear these things until Jesus’ 
comments starting in verse 23. 

6. Notice that Jesus’ reputation had preceded Him, and it appears that the people were hoping 
to see what He could do.  Jesus, however, was unwilling to be a traveling sideshow. 

7. The stories Jesus summarizes are found in 1 Kings 17 and in 2 Kings 5. 

8. A point of significance in both stories is that God’s servants were sent to aid Gentiles because 
their Jewish contemporaries rejected them and — by extension — rejected God. 

Q Why did Jesus’ comments make His neighbors so angry that they wanted to kill him? 

Q What are some possible ways that we can be guilty of the same kind of selfishness and/or 
envy that was exhibited by those in Nazareth? 

Q What are some examples we have seen or experienced that involve someone being treated 
unfairly by family, friends, or neighbors? 

Q Why do we seem to scrutinize and criticize those who are closest to us? 

Q What specifically do we need to do to stop harmful behaviors and make amends with those 
we may have harmed? 

9. Pray for one another.  Keep encouraging people to share specific hurts and needs.  

 

Closing: 

1. Announce next week’s topic and text so people can read ahead.   

2. Keep encouraging people to bring a friend or neighbor next time.  Thank the host/hostess for 
opening their home to the group. 


